
Hot Spring 
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in Japan?
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③ about 3,000
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the photo called?
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spring waters. What is it called?
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③ Edo period and future

④ Europe and Asia

At Spa World hot spring in Osaka, how are 
the baths for men and for women separated?
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① put a towel in bath water

② wash hair before soaking in a bath

③ drink alcohol while soaking in a bath

④ sit on the edge of the bathtub

Which should you not do in any kind of 
hot spring?
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In "Jikan-yu," the traditional bathing style of 
Kusatsu Onsen, people soak in very hot water for 
three minutes. How many degrees is the water?

① 40℃

② 42℃

③ 45℃

④ 48℃
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④ dondon panpan
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What is it called to use the hot water directly 
from onsen for a bath, without adding cold 
water to it or reusing it?
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